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Abstract 

Photosynthetic algae are at the base of the food chain and are therefore of major 

importance for aquatic life. The Icelandic economy is highly focused on fish industries and 

is therefore reliant on algae production and blooming. This research aims to map and 

assess the temporal and spatial pattern of algal blooms in the waters around Iceland. 

Furthermore, to model and analyse short term influences that catastrophic events may 

potentially have on the spatio-temporal distribution of algal blooms by investigating the 

impacts of the ash fall from the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption. This is obtained firstly by 

using a monitoring approach to obtain an overview of the general seasonality of the algal 

growth around Iceland between 2007 and 2012 and thus determine both the timing and 

extent of the algal growth season, as well as detect the trend over time. Secondly, by using 

the Delft3D modelling software to analyse the potential influences of the eruption of the 

Eyjafjallajökull in April 2010 on the algal blooms in Selvogsbanki to examine if there is 

any shift in timing and extent of the algal blooming. The spatiotemporal pattern of algal 

blooms in Icelandic waters shows low occurrences in winter and peaking at the end of 

spring and beginning of summer. In 2010 chlorophyll values peaked later and higher than 

usual. The results indicated that algae in Selvogsbanki responded negatively to the 

eruption. Further research is however necessary in order to increase the accuracy; 

especially in regard to the spatial resolution in satellite imagery and model complexity.  

Keywords: algae, chlorophyll-a, ash, Eyjafjallajökull, remote sensing, model.  
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Ágrip 

Framleiðni svifþörunga er undirstaða fæðukeðju sjávar og því grundvallarforsenda fyrir allt 

líf í vatni. Svifþörungar hafa  þannig bein áhrif á íslenskt hagkerfi, sem byggir að miklu 

leyti á sjávarútvegi. Markmið þessarar rannsóknar er annars vegar að meta og kortleggja 

magn svifþörunga í hafinu umhverfis Ísland í tíma og rúmi. Hins vegar að greina möguleg 

áhrif náttúruhamfara á dreifingu svifþörunga með því að kanna áhrif gjóskufallsins frá 

gosinu í Eyjafjallajökli vorið 2010 á magn svifþörunga í Selvogsbanka. Stuðst er við 

greiningu fjarkönnunargagna til að meta umfang og árstíðasveiflur svifþörunga umhverfis 

Ísland og kortleggja breytingar frá 2007-2012. Til að greina möguleg áhrif gjóskufallsins 

frá Eyjafjallajökulsgosinu á umfang svifþörunga í Selvogsbanka er stuðst við Delft3D 

reiknilíkanið. Kortlagning svifþörunga umhverfis landið sýnir hámarks dreifingu í byrjun 

sumars. Niðurstöður benda enn fremur til þess að gjóskan hafi haft jákvæð áhrif á 

þörungablómann og að magn blaðgrænu í Selvogsbanka hafi verið meira og náð hámarki 

síðar en í normalári. Til að fá nákvæmari niðurstöður um magn blaðgrænu þarf hins vegar 

að þróa reiknilíkanið frekar með tilliti til allra mögulegra áhrifaþátta sem og hins flókna 

samspils á milli þeirra.   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Algal blooms and hazardous events 

Algal blooms have an important role in the global warming debate. It has been pointed out 

(e.g. Falkowski, 1994; Klemas, 2012) that the blooms can take up CO2 in such large 

amounts that they are significant actors in reducing CO2 levels in the atmosphere. When 

the algae perish their biomass sinks to the ocean floor where the CO2 is sealed off from the 

atmosphere and can consequently be stored over centuries of time (Falkowski, 1994). One 

of the many roles of algae in their ecosytem is the support of marine life, since algae form 

the basis of the food chain in marine environments (Klemas, 2012), and are therefore 

important for consumers higher up in the food chain, such as fish stocks and humans. As a 

result, algal blooms also aid local and global socio-economies.  

The timing of the algal blooms is subject to inter-annual variability, driven by weather 

patterns and stable factors such as height of the sun, tidal mixing and depth. These factors 

together determine the amount of incoming light and the mixing regimes at a specific 

location (Brander et al., 2001). Looking at the Atlantic Ocean over a year, one can see how 

the algal blooms propagate from the equator around January towards the higher latitudes 

around May, moving along with the position of the Earth with respect to the sun. The 

blooming covers more than 2000km
2
 of the North Atlantic ocean over a year (Siegel & 

Doney, 2002). The spring bloom around Iceland is part of the North Atlantic spring bloom. 

As the bloom propagates towards the North with a speed about 20km a day (i.e. Siegel & 

Doney, 2002), it reaches Iceland around March when chlorophyll levels rapidly increase. 

During the summer months algae levels are low because of nutrient depletion, whereupon 

they revive in August and September in an autumn bloom (Jónsson, 1984). The autumn 

bloom observed along the Icelandic southwest shores is most likely caused by nitrogen 

(N)-recycling (Brander et al., 2010).  

Iceland is an interesting location for studying algal blooming since the Southern coast of 

the country forms a local algal hotspot caused by the special conditions of the Gulf Stream 

from the South meeting the cold currents from the North resulting in mixing and upwelling 

of nutrients (Takahashi et al., 2010). Furthermore, ash falls from frequent volcanic 

eruptions may impact the algal blooms causing short term changes in algal bloom timing 

and spatial distribution (e.g. Hamme et al., 2010; Henson et al., 2013). The importance of 

algae in Icelandic waters for the food chain is demonstrated by numerous studies. 

Sigurjónsson and Vikingsson (1997) estimate the consumption by fish, cephalopods and 

planktonic crustaceans by cetaceans to be about 6.3 million tons in the Icelandic and 

adjacent waters, and to be as high as 8.8 million tons when a larger area is defined above 

60°N. These figures give an indication about the importance of food consumption by 

cetaceans in the waters surrounding Iceland. The importance of algae for fish species is 

highlighted by the match-mismatch hypothesis of Cushing (1984). The hypothesis implies 

that the timing of plankton abundance correlates with fish recruitment because of the 

necessary food it supplies for zooplankton what is consumed by fish. The positive relation 

between cod and the algae spring bloom in Faxa Bay in west Iceland is explored by 
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Brander et al. (2001). Their results support the match-mismatch hypothesis, suggesting that 

algae around Iceland are very important as a food source for cod.  

In Iceland, specifically, the social-economic structure is highly dependent on the fish 

industry (Agnarsson & Arnason, 2007; Statistics Iceland, 2013). Icelandic waters are rich 

in marine life, like herring, capelin and cetaceans. Without the algae, fish stocks and 

cetaceans around Iceland will most likely not survive or alternatively change their feeding 

locations away from Iceland in their search for food. Such development is likely to have a 

harmful impact on Iceland’s economic backbone, the fish industry. It is therefore of vital 

importance to increase the knowledge and understanding on the seasonality of algal 

blooms and how algae respond to external stimuli, such as climate change and ash falls 

from volcanic eruptions. 

1.2  Research aims and hypotheses  

The general aim of this research is twofold. Firstly, to assess and map the temporal and 

spatial pattern of the algal blooms around the coast of Iceland between 2007 and 2012. 

Secondly, to model and analyse short term influences that catastrophic events potentially 

have on the spatiotemporal distribution of algal blooms, by looking at the case of the ash 

fall from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in April and May 2010. This eruption released an 

enormous ash cloud that contained nutrients like silicium (Si) and phosphorus (P) 

(Gíslason et al., 2010). The case study focuses on algal blooms in Selvogsbanki (cf. Fig. 

3), an off- shore area just southwest of Eyjafjallajökull, providing an ideal area for the 

examination of influences of volcanism. Moreover, Selvogsbanki is highly important for 

many fish species, including cod, capelin, saithe, haddock and flatfishes (e.g. Jonasson et 

al., 2008).  

The following research questions and hypotheses are addressed in this study:  

Research questions 

1. What is the general seasonal temporal and spatial pattern of algal blooms along the 

coast of Iceland? 

2. Is there a trend in the general seasonal temporal and spatial pattern of algal blooms 

along the coast of Iceland between 2007 and 2012? 

3. What are the short term effects of the ash falls from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 

2010 on the spatiotemporal patterns of algae in Selvogsbanki?  

 

Hypotheses 

H(0) Algae around Iceland do not bloom in early spring and autumn.  

H (1) Algae around Iceland do bloom in early spring and autumn.  
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H(0) There is not a significant trend detected in the seasonal spatiotemporal pattern of 

algal blooms around Iceland from 2007 until 2012. 

H(1) There is a significant trend detected in the seasonal spatiotemporal pattern of algal 

blooms around Iceland from 2007 until 2012. 

 

H(0) The ash fall from the eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 did not have a positive 

significant short term effect on the spatiotemporal patterns of the algae in 

Selvogsbanki. 

H(1) The eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 did have a positive significant short 

term effects on the spatiotemporal patterns of the algae in Selvogsbanki. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Algae and Remote sensing  

Many algae species form algal blooms. Favourable environmental conditions are different 

per species, especially with regard to nutrient availability. Some species are stronger 

phosphorus-limited, others nitrogen-limited and again others are light-limited. Diatoms are 

the only species that build skeletons of silicon, and are therefore unique in being silicon-

limited. Nitrogen is of vital importance, common to all algae because of its role in proteins, 

genetic material and pigments. Therefore, none of the species can long survive in an 

environment with nitrogen deficiencies. Phosphorus is indispensable in proteins, nucleic 

acids and lipids, and has an essential role in energy usage and storage in the cells. Algae 

are in general more sensitive to nitrogen than phosphorus deficiencies, and can survive 

lowered levels of phosphorus for some time (e.g. Blankenship, 2002; Los & Wijsman, 

2006; Los, Villars & van der Tol, 2008).  

Most algae species are autotrophic, so they use photosynthesis for maintenance and growth 

(Blankenship, 2002). Light, water and carbon dioxide (CO2) are converted into sugar and 

oxygen in order to maintain, grow and propagate. The photosynthesis in algae takes place 

in the chloroplasts, where the cell pigments of chlorophyll-a (chl-a), chl-b, chl–c, and / or 

carotenoids absorb the light energy. The pigment composition varies from one taxonomic 

group to another. The pigment colours range from red, brown, yellow and green (e.g. 

Bushaw-Newton & Sellner, 1999; Blankenship, 2002). Since 1958 the Continuous 

Phytoplankton Recorder has been operating in the North Atlantic Ocean (Barnard et al., 

2004). This survey demonstrates that the southern Icelandic waters are especially rich in 

diatoms and dinoflagellates. Both species contain chl-a, –c and carotenoids.  

Chl-a can be observed by satellites with recording bands in the visible light spectrum, and 

is used as a proxy for algae biomass. Remote sensing technologies can easily be used to 

obtain small scale imagery over long time series; it literally stands ‘above’ the whole 

process. Satellites are ideal tools to analyse spatial and temporal changes in algal blooming 

which can vary greatly in spatial and temporal coverage. This variability is observed in 

many studies. Examples include research into the impacts of local climate change on algal 

blooms for the East Atlantic Ocean region by Edwards et al. (2006), the effects of nutrient 

leaching from anthropogenic sources by Boesch et al. (2009), Smith (2006) and Yang 

(2009), and the influence of light availability in winter at northern high-latitude on 

phytoplankton (Eilertsen and Degerlund, 2010). Satellite imagery from NASA shows 

blooms which spread over hundreds of kilometres and of which some last for weeks 

(Lindsey & Scott, 2010). 

Satellite imagery is obtained by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, 

MODIS, the Medium Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer Instrument, MERIS, and Sea-

viewing Wide Field of view Sensor, SeaWiFS. MODIS is a sensor on board of the 

currently operating TERRA and AQUA satellites of the Earth Observing System (EOS), 

which have both a temporal resolution of one to two days (MODIS, 2012). MERIS on 

board of the ENVISAT had a global coverage in three days (WDC-RSat, 2013), whilst 
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SeaWiFS on board the OrbView-2 had a revisit time of one day (SeaWiFS, 2013). The 

latter two satellites are no longer operational. All sensors use different algorithms to obtain 

chl-a values from the spectral radiance they perceive.  

In general two types of water have been identified. ‘Case 1’ waters refers to water where 

phytoplankton, related coloured dissolved organic matter (CDOM) and detritus 

degradation products dominate the optical properties. Whereas ‘case 2’ refers to waters 

where the optical properties are more complex and dominated by mineral particles, CDOM 

or microbubbles (Mobley et al., 2003). Case 2 water is mostly found in coastal areas, due 

to runoff from land, whereas case 1 water is mostly found in the open ocean (cf. Mobley et 

al., 2003). MODIS and SeaWiFS do not make a distinction between case 1 and case 2 

waters, whereas MERIS does. The algorithms of MODIS and SeaWiFS have higher 

accuracies for case 1 than case 2 waters (e.g Bukata et al., 1991; Carder et al. 1989; 

Dall'Olmo et al., 2005; Darecki and Stramski, 2004; Park et al., 2010). MERIS however 

has two algorithms; one which is optimised for case 1 waters and one which is optimised 

for case 2 waters. Nevertheless, surface chl-a values calculated for case 2 waters, using 

records from MERIS, possibly lack accuracy for coastal areas, due to the low spatial 

resolution of the imagery in combination with optical complex environments (Klemas, 

2012).  

 Jónsson (1984) predicts blooming in early spring and early autumn, plus the absence of 

blooming during summer in the North Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 1). Algal blooming there 

follows the seasonality as result of the position of the Earth with respect to the sun. This is 

related to day length and the amount of sunlight per square meter, indicating that sunlight 

is a major limiting factor in the Atlantic Ocean (Siegel & Doney, 2002). In addition, in 

winter nutrient levels are high due to upwelling of water from deeper layers. The spring 

bloom causes a steep reduction in nutrients within two weeks, and continued until the 

nutrients are depleted (Takahashi et al., 2010).  

Figure 1: Phytoplankton seasonality in the North Atlantic (Jónsson, 1984).  Plontusvif = 

phytoplankton, kofnunarefni og fosfor = nitrogen and phosphorus and ljosmagn = day 

length.  
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2.2 Modelling of algal bloom dynamics 

Many ecosystem models exist which are capable of modelling algae dynamics. Among 

them are ERSEM (the European regional seas ecosystem model I) (Baretta et al., 1995), 

NORWECOM (the Norwegian ecological model system) (Skogen & Soiland, 1998), 

POL3dERSEM (Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory 3D model -ERSEM) (Allen et al., 

2001), ECOHAM (Ecological North Sea Model) (Moll, 1998), Integrated Generic Bay 

Ecosystem Model (IGBEM) (Fulton et al., 2004) and the Delft3D model package (e.g. Los, 

Villars, & van der Tol, 2008). The high amount of models is a result of two reasons. First, 

it is the result of governmental policies, with every country creating its own national 

modelling system. Second, the species composition and occurrence are dependent on the 

environmental conditions, which are location dependent (Los, Villars, & van der Tol, 

2008). Several studies were dedicated to describing and comparing ecosystem models, like 

Moll and Radach (2003), Radach and Moll (2006) and Lacroix et al. (2007).  

The choice of a model depends on the balance between computation time and precision 

needed, which on its turn depends on study area characteristics and the study aims. Coastal 

areas with strong horizontal environmental gradients, like nutrient content or salinity, 

might need higher spatial resolution than open sea / ocean study areas where conditions are 

relatively uniform. Moreover, if the study aims are to assess overall algae growth over a 

large area, one might prefer a low spatial resolution in order to reduce computation time. 

However, if the aim is to see the spatial distribution of algae in a relatively small area, one 

might choose a model with high precision. In contrast to other models,  the Delft3D model 

allows the user to combine high precision in the coastal areas with coarser spatial 

resolution in the open ocean and towards the borders of the modelled grid. The grid, which 

consists of cells, can vary spatially in size in Delft3D. Moreover, Delft3D makes a 

distinction between algae species and types, instead of only modelling the overall algae 

dynamics (Los, Villars, & van der Tol, 2008).  

Delft3D model software package is developed by former Delft Hydraulics, what is 

currently Deltares. Deltares is a research innovation institute on hydrology, soils and 

infrastructure based in the Netherlands (www.deltares.nl). The institute developed the 

Delft3D model package, consisting of many modules which all contribute to obtain an 

environmental modelling framework. The software has been extensively tested for the 

marine, coastal and transitional waters in for example the North Sea and the Netherlands, 

where it has shown to adequately estimate algae occurrences (e.g. Los & Wijsman, 2007; 

Los, Villars, & van der Tol, 2008). BLOOM is one of the modules of Delft3D, which 

models algae dynamics. The module is based on the principle of resource competition 

between different algae species (Los & Wijsman, 2007). BLOOM includes formulas for 

gross primary production, respiration, mortality and net primary production. Other 

processes linked to algae are grazing, re-suspension, settling and excretion. Excretion is 

not included in the model, but the other three are incorporated in other modules of the 

Delft3D package and are therefore excluded from specifications in BLOOM. Process rates, 

chl-a content and nutrient stoichiometry in algae are adapted to environmental conditions 

(Los & Wijsman, 2007). BLOOM accounts for this by means of different phenotypes per 

algae species. Thus, the phenotypes are based on current limiting factors for the algae. 

Three are specified; energy-, nitrogen- and phosphorus-limited phenotypes. Competition 

between species and their phenotypes is computed by means of linear programming of 

optimizing the distribution of biomass over all algae phenotypes (Los and Wijsman, 2007; 

Los, Villars, & van der Tol, 2008). When nutrient resources are low, some algae species, 

especially dinoflagellates, are able to use nutrients from detritus as food source, giving 
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them a relative advantage. Available light, the energy for photosynthesis, is calculated 

from daily averaged radiance at the water surface and a function for day length which is 

latitude dependent. Beside nutrients and energy as limiting factors, growth and mortality 

can be incorporated as limiting factors in the BLOOM model. If during a simulation 

favourable conditions increase more rapidly than can be accounted for in algae production 

then maximum production of biomass per time step is the limiting factor. With mortality as 

a limiting factor it is the other way around; when environmental favourability decrease 

faster than can be accounted for by mortality, then the maximum mortality per time step is 

the limiting factor. Processes incorporated in the application of BLOOM can be switched 

on and off increasing or reducing complexity of the model. Which processes are 

incorporated is dependent upon the study area and the overall aims of the study. For all 

processes taken into account BLOOM has formulas specified in the input files. The 

formulas use default values that are defined by the user or use outputs derived from other 

processes. Hence, it is a flexible module wherein many application variations are possible.   

2.3 Volcanic ash as potential algal fertilizer 

A catastrophic event such as massive ash precipitation over the ocean may induce a 

negative feedback system that starts with ash reacting with water within a few minutes to 

several hours (Jones & Gíslason, 2008), because of the high dilution of nutrients from the 

ash, and thus elevated nutrient levels of the water. Algae occurring in environments that in 

general do not contain sufficient amounts of nutrients to sustain excessive algal blooms, 

can make use of the added nutrient supply. They would grow excessively in number, 

consuming the nutrients at a fast rate, until the nutrients are consumed and the nutrient 

status and algae growth reach its previous state again (Fig. 2) (Smith, Tilman & Nekola, 

1999; Cloern, 2001). Given such conditions, more excessive and/or prolonged blooms are 

expected and may therefore result in shifts in spatial and temporal patterns.   

Ash released during volcanic events has the potential to release a vast amount of nutrients 

into aquatic environments. Jones and Gíslason (2008) performed an experimental study to 

explore the potential effects of the release of nutrients from ash which was ejected into the 

atmosphere and subsequently deposited on lakes and oceans. Samples from several 

volcanic events, including the eruption of Hekla in 2000, were compared. Their major 

conclusion was that the deposition of ash has a high potential to fertilize marine and fresh 

water environments due to the rapid release of bio-limiting micronutrients. On the other 

hand, the ash has also the potential to poison the aquatic environment due to acidification 

and the release of toxic elements. In particular calcifying organisms could be damaged.  

Achterberg et al. (2013) conducted a study on the effects of the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 

2010 on iron fertilization and the potential to stimulate phytoplankton growth and nutrient 

drawdown. Tests were performed on ocean water samples taken directly under the ash 

cloud. Results suggest that the iron from the dissolved ash had a significant but short 

impact on the present algae at that time. Additionally, nutrient records indicate an 

enhanced major nutrient drawdown. 
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Figure 2: Nutrient-algae cycle (modified from Smith et al., 1999 & Cloern, 2001).  
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3 Study area 

3.1 Icelandic waters 

The study area is made up of the entire coast and adjacent areas around Iceland, from 8°W 

to 30°W longitudes, and from 60°N to 69°N latitudes (Fig. 3). In this area the relative 

warm Gulf Stream from the South meets here the cold currents coming from the North. 

The ocean currents around Iceland are the Icelandic Coastal Current (ICC) and the saline 

Irminger current. Both currents roughly follow the shallower waters (Jónsson, 2007).  

Figure 3: Study area and ocean currents around Iceland (Jónsson, 2007). The Irminger 

current (red arrows), the East Icelandic Current (light blue arrows), the East Greenland 

Current (dark blue arrows) and the Icelandic Coastal Current (green arrows) are displayed.   

= Selvogsbanki.  
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Iceland is a tectonic active island, largely made up from basalt. The rate of chemical 

weathering is related to the age of the rocks; hence when the age increases, the rate 

decreases (Gíslason, Arnorsson, & Armannsson, 1996; Gíslason, 2005; Kardjilov, 

Gíslason, & Gíslason, 2006). Óskarsdóttir et al. (2010) shows higher concentrations of 

alkalinity, SiO2, M0, F, dissolved inorganic nitrogen as well as dissolved inorganic 

phosphorus mole ratio (DIN/DIP) in the natural drainage systems of young rocks in the 

volcanic rift zones. In particular, drainage water from active volcanoes stand out in their 

concentrations. According to Gíslason (2008) the major elements which are dissolved from 

the basalt into the Icelandic surface waters are F, S, Na, K, Ca and Mg. High rates of 

weathering of the volcanic rocks, together with high relief, high runoff and an absence of 

sedimentary traps, result in a major suspended material flux towards the ocean.  

3.2 Selvogsbanki and the Eyjafjallajökull eruption 2010 

Selvogsbanki is located in front of the Southwest coast of Iceland (Fig. 3 & Fig. 4). Two of 

the major rivers of Iceland dicharge into this area, the Ölfusá river into the west and the 

Þjórsá river into the east of Selvogsbanki (Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO), 2013). 

The ocean depth over the continental shelf ranges from 85 to 206 m. (Marine Research 

Institute (MRI), n.d.), but increases sharply to more than one km. at the ridge over the full 

length of Selvogsbanki, about 45 km. from the coastline (ArcGIS, n.d.; Ito et al., 1999). 

The Icelandic Coastal Current flows from East to West with a velocity of about 0.2 m/s 

over the continental shelf and more than 0.4m/s nearby bathymetry ridges (Valdimarsson 

& Malmberg, 1999).  

Selvogsbanki has a high occurrence of algal blooms, with a strong seasonal pattern 

(Appendix 1). The majority of algae species are diatoms and some dinoflagellates. 

Appendix 1 shows a list of algal species measured in Selvogsbanki by the Continuous 

Phytoplankton Recorder. Recordings from the Marine Research Institute of Iceland (MRI) 

from 2000 confirm the major occurrence of diatoms, followed by dinoflagellates in 

Selvogsbanki, see Appendix 2. 
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Figure 4: The case study area and CTD (Conductivity-Temperature-Depth) stations in 

Selvogsbanki.  

Ash deposition locations and amount is mainly dependent on plume height, wind velocity 

and direction, amount ejected ash and ash characteristics, like weight (Fig. 5). The eruption 

from the Eyjafjallajökull started the 14
th

 of April 2010. During the 39 days of eruption of 

the Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 4.8 ± 1.2 * 10^11 kg, equivalent to 0.18 ± 0.05 km
3
 dense rock 

of benmoreite and trachyte, was erupted. Most of the material emitted by the 

Eyjafjallajökull was airborne tephra (80%), which added up to a bulk volume of 0.27 km
3
. 

The other 20% was lava and water-transported tephra. The tephra clouds came as high as 3 

to 10 km, and consisted of mostly fine material, or ash particle size of less than 1000 um. 

At least 7*10^10 kg (70Tg) should be classified as very fine ash (< 28 µm). The ash was 

distributed over Iceland, the North Atlantic Ocean and to mainland Europe. Because of the 

wide spread of the ash, particles were found over about 7 million km
2
 in Europe and the 

North Atlantic. About 50% of the tephra was deposited on terrestrial Iceland, and the other 

half fell mainly over the North Atlantic South and East from the Eyjafjallajökull volcano 

(Guðmundsson et al., 2012). Beside the ash fall, also a jökulhlaup occurred during the 

eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull, which discharged into the ocean (Guðmundsson, 2012). 

Jökulhlaups are enormously powerful melt water flows with originating from underneath 

the glacier (e.g. Carrivick, Russell, Tweed, & Twigg, 2004). Figure 5d shows high ice 

melting during the first half of the eruption period, which is a precursor for the following 

jökulhlaup.  
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Figure 5: Key eruption parameters (Guðmundsson et al., 2012). A.) Plume height, b.) Wind 

direction and speed at 500 hPa, c.) Magma discharge rate, d.) Ice melting and e. SiO2 

content of melt in tephra grains. 
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4 Methods and data  

4.1 Methodological approach 

This research attempts to contribute to the understanding of aspects of the ecosystem of 

Selvogsbanki by means of combining two approaches. The overall seasonal pattern is 

monitored and the link between algal blooms and volcanism is modelled in order to reveal 

relations between a changing environment and the blooms. Remote sensing techniques and 

modelling have two different approaches, strengths and weaknesses. When applying 

remote sensing one can use satellite imagery that covers large areas and over long periods 

of time. However, there are limitations with regard to spatial resolution and time series 

continuity due to visual obstructions in the atmosphere. Modelling on the other hand 

allows approaches that examine relations among the parameters and variables at a large 

scale. However, it can be more difficult to apply on a small scale due to the large extent of 

uncertainty in the data input.  

The seasonal pattern is monitored for the full spatial extent of the waters around Iceland. 

This large spatial extent ensures that the overall algal bloom seasonality is captured to the 

full spatial extent of the waters around Iceland. This would embed the case study area, 

Selvogsbanki, in a small scale framework. Moreover, it will provide better conditions for 

monitoring the patterns, especially as satellite imagery does not provide high spatial 

resolution. Thus, these two techniques can complement and be compared with each other, 

which will lead to more holistic understanding and more certainty in the conclusions 

drawn. 

4.2 Remote Sensing 

Remote sensed satellite imagery is used to assess and map the temporal and spatial pattern 

of the algal blooms dynamics along the shore of Iceland between 2007 and 2012. The 

ocean north of Iceland has different temperature regimes than the ocean south of Iceland, 

due to wind and ocean currents. This may cause differences in bloom timing, the spatial 

extent of algal blooms and species richness (Guerra-Garcia, 2005). However, the ocean 

currents along the Icelandic coastline go around the island (Fig. 3). A sharp division 

between North and South Iceland would thus be arbitrary. The area is therefore not divided 

into a North and South section. Instead, the means over the whole growing season per year 

are determined for the entire study area. Furthermore, descriptive statistics showing the 

monthly mean chl-a level are used to examine the seasonality. The spatial pattern of chl-a 

is analysed by means of a visual interpretation of satellite imagery. Moreover, the monthly 

means per year are mutually compared to detect a possible trend.  

To see if the year 2010, when the Eyjafjallajökull erupted, significantly differs from the 

years before and after, it is compared to the years 2007–2009 & 2011–2012, which are in 

this study referred to as ‘the background years’. To examine if the year 2010 showed 

anomalies relative to the other years, maps of the averages of these years are subtracted 

from the 2010 maps on a monthly base. Unknown values are ignored. The results from the 
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subtraction are expected to be positive numbers, because of the nutrient-algae cycle 

mechanism (Fig. 2) it may be anticipated that 2010 had a higher level of chl-a.  

The Ölfusá and Þjórsá draining into Selvogsbanki might have high sediment loads due to 

high weathering rates from the volcanic rocks on Iceland. Therefore, the issues with case 1 

and case 2 water, described in section 2.2, could apply. In order to gain an impression on 

how case 1 algorithms relate to case 2 algorithm in Selvogsbanki, the monthly-April image 

of chl-a case 1 water is visually compared to the chl-a case 2 water.  

To be able to monitor algae dynamics in Selvogsbanki during the eruption in 2010, the 

time resolution is increased to a time-series of 8-day average. The results are presented on 

maps showing chl-a levels and the spatiotemporal pattern of the algae around the time of 

Eyjafjallajökull eruption. An overview of the method of both the monitoring as well as 

modelling is given in figure 6. 

4.3 Modelling 

The hypothesis of this study assumes a change in algae bloom dynamics because of the 

extra supply of nutrients via ash from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption. Since the ash contained 

mainly Si and P, the hypothesis implies that these nutrients were the limiting factors for 

algae maintenance and growth before the eruption. As explained in section 2.2, BLOOM 

differentiates between phenotypes which are based on present limiting factors. As it 

calculates the optimal allocation of algae species under the present conditions, it 

maximizes total algal biomass. Thus the potential response of algae after a possible change 

in limiting conditions, in this case Si and P, could be modelled. Owing to these model 

advantages, BLOOM was chosen for this study. Delft3D version 4.00.02 is used.  

The BLOOM model has not been tested for the Icelandic area before. The performance of 

the model in this study needs to be tested since the model is used outside the previous 

scope. The model settings are adapted from the North Sea settings. Since the model has 

proven to perform accurate in the North Sea area, it is most likely to perform accurate in 

similar conditions. Therefore, the result of the accuracy assessment in this model will 

indicate if processes occurring in the North Sea are similar to those occurring in the 

Icelandic region.  
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Figure 6: Flowchart method monitoring algal bloom seasonality and modelling potential 

influence volcanic activities.   

Grid 

The first step in the modelling procedure is to create a grid of the study area that follows 

the land boundary in the module RGFGrid (Figure 7). Measurements in Google Earth 

demonstrate that the grid has a width of about 80km. and a length of about 174,36km. 

Most of the obtained water samples are taken nearby the coast (Fig. 4), making this area 

especially suitable for validation of accuracy. Moreover, since the model input is based on 

calibration samples, the area close to the coast are also most likely to be of the highest 

accuracy. Variable values of areas further from the coast need to be obtained from 

extrapolation of the sampled values nearby the coast and are therefore more prone to error. 

Moreover, the area nearby the East and West boundaries of the grid could be very sensitive 

to the boundary conditions and distortions that might have been introduced in the 

modelling process in these regions. The most accurate results would therefore be in the 

centre of the grid along the coast. In order to obtain the highest precision for that area, the 

cell sizes are there the smallest, so the spatial resolution is the highest.  
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Figure 7: Computed grid over the case study area, Selvogsbanki. The x-axis and y-axis 

display the longitude and latitude coordinates respectively.  

Hydrodynamics 

The second step is to set up the hydrodynamics in the component ‘FLOW’ of the Delft3D 

software. The water movement is simulated using this component. The Icelandic Coastal 

Current (ICC) (cf. Fig. 3) is dominant for the case study area. It flows from East to West 

along the coastline. Therefore, the right and left side of the boundaries around the grid are 

set as ‘open’. The boundary at the coast side and the bottom boundary towards the ocean 

are set as ‘closed’. An ‘open’ boundary means that water flows can cross the boundaries, 

and can therefore flow into and out of the model along these boundaries. Along with the 

water that flows, also the (dissolved) sediments and nutrients could come in and go out of 

the model. According to Valdimarsson and Malmberg (1999), water velocities on the 

Icelandic basin are on average 0.20 m/s. The East boundary of the model is therefore 

defined as current boundary with a speed of -0.20m/s. The minus is in place in order to get 

a flow from East to West, instead of the opposite way. However, the West boundary of the 

grid is a water level boundary. The Coriolis effect possibly pushes the water body against 

the closed ocean boundary, where it subsequently could not leave the grid what may result 

in very high water levels and/or velocities. In order to correct for the Coriolis effect a 

gradient of 0.3m along the water level boundary should be in place according to equation 1 

(Massie, 1976). However, the model settings with and without the Coriolis correction were 

tested, and the setting without the correction resulted in softer water level gradients in the 

grid. Therefore it is chosen to continue working without the Coriolis correction. 

Ac = 2 * Ω * (sin Φ)* V       (equation 1) 

Where:  

Ac = Coriolis acceleration 

Ω  = angular velocity of the Earth = 0.729 * 10
-4

/ s 

V  = current velocity 

Φ  = latitude 
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Adding data to that: 

Ac = 2* (0.729 * 10
-4

/ s) sin (63.5˚) * (0.2m/s)    

Ac = 30.06*10
-2

 m.  

Furthermore, the reflection parameter is calculated for the west boundary. This makes the 

boundary more ‘soft’ and decreases the errors introduced to the model along the 

boundaries because of simulated short waves at the start of the simulation. This parameter 

is calculated with the formula for a water level boundary (Deltares, 2011): 

α = Td √(H/g), [s
2
]         (equation 2) 

Where: 

α = reflection parameter 

Td= time for a free surface wave to travel from right to left boundary 

H = depth 

G = gravitation 

Adding data to that: 

α = 174,36km / 0.2m/s √(250/9.81), [s
2
] 

α = 4.401.010 [s
2
] 

The model is set up as a two dimensional model. This means that stratification into 

different water layers is not modelled. The bottom of the ocean is set to uniformly 250 

meter depth, which is loosely based on in situ measurements. A uniform depth with a 

relative simple water movement in a western direction is sufficient since the aim is to see 

the influence of the ash falling on the water east of the Eyjafjallajökull on the algae in 

Selvogsbanki, west of the Eyjafjallajökull. 

Water quality 

The third step in the modelling procedure is to simulate algae in the BLOOM module, 

based on the underlying water movement simulated by FLOW in step 2. In this module, 

too, 2D settings are sufficient with regard to the focus of this study. The influence of the 

ash on the algal blooms is accounted for since the ash or the nutrients released from the ash 

are assumed to enter the area in the top water layers, and are therefore assumed to be 

accounted for in the top water layers. Also only the top water layer is viewed by the 

satellites, so comparing the model with satellite imagery only considers this layer. In 

FLOW, the depth is set to 250 meter, this leads to complication with the light extinction in 

a 2D model water quality model. In a 2D model every parameter and variable gets 

averaged over the complete depth. Since light only penetrates the top water layer, averaged 

available energy over the whole 250 meter will be minimal. This results in energy limiting 

primary production to zero or close to zero at all times, since algae need light for 

photosynthesis. Because of the importance of the top water layers for this study and the 

difficulties with light extinction in a 2D setting, the depth in BLOOM is set to the uniform 

value 30 meter depth. This depth is chosen as the in situ measurements of chl-a show a 
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relatively homogeneous top layer until 30 meters deep. The data is averaged over this 

depth. Deeper layers do show a significant difference in variables levels and are therefore 

excluded from the model. In reality, adding nutrients to deeper depths which do not receive 

light would not have any impact on algae as the algae do not grow there, except when the 

nutrients are subsequently pushed upwards by currents introducing them into the top most 

water layers. As this model is used in its 2D setting, the latter process is assumed to be 

absent.  

How algae responses to certain input variables is calculated via chemical reactions and 

physical processes. Coefficients and constants belonging to these processes are adapted 

from an application of BLOOM to the North Sea. Parameters that are location specific are 

adjusted. Air and sea surface temperature (SST), wind, salinity and radiance are location 

specific, and influence processes used by the model. These parameters are therefore 

included in the module as functions. This means that they are specified as uniform over the 

whole grid, but as variable in time. For each function a time series is specified, from which 

the model calculates the values for all the modelled time steps via linear interpolation. Si, 

Ortho-Phosphate (PO4) and nitrate (NO3) are measured variables that serve as input into 

the model. Since the most optimal environmental conditions with regard to those nutrients 

are species dependent, changes in the supply of these nutrients into the study area result in 

modelled shifts in algal species composition. Besides nutrients, marine diatoms are 

specified as variables coming into the model at the boundaries as this is the dominant 

species in Selvogsbanki. The winters receive minimal amounts of light since Selvogsbanki 

is located on high latitudes. Therefore, the diatoms are specified with phenotype ‘energy 

limited’. This means the algae is adapted to energy limited conditions. The assumption that 

it would only be diatoms with energy-limited phenotype coming into the model, is 

accounted for since species composition in BLOOM is calculated from an optimal curve, 

what will result in a composition-equilibrium.   

The in situ measurements are divided into calibration and validation points. In order to 

simulate the influence of the ash, NO3, PO4 and Si are described as time-series in April and 

May 2010 entering the grid via the East boundary. The values are obtained from the 

calibration measurements on the eastern edges of the grid, CTD (Conductivity-

Temperature-Depth) stations 229, 231 and 232 for April, and stations 344, 345 and 346 for 

May. Besides the levels of these variables which may be directly linked to the ash, chl-a 

levels are also specified for the East boundary of the model. Calibration stations for chl-a 

are the same as for nutrients for April, but for May CTD stations 340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 

345 and 346 are used for calibration. There are less nutrient calibration stations than chl-a 

ones because nutrient data is not available for these other stations nearby the East boundary 

of the grid. Since the model simulates what enters the model and the direction of the water 

current is from East to West, the variables are only specified for the East boundary.  

Three main groups based on the set environmental conditions are made. The reference 

conditions, conditions with measurement values of the 15
th

 and 16
th

 of April included and 

conditions with all the calibration measurement values from 2010 included. The 

corresponding simulations are referred to as ‘reference’, ‘pre-ash 2010’ and ‘entire-2010’ 

respectively. The latter two are also referred to as ‘the 2010 simulations’. The reason for 

the distinct division between measurements from the 15
th

 and 16
th

 of April and 

measurements from the 17
th

 of April and onwards, is according to calculation presented in 

Appendix 3, which is based on current velocity (Valdimarsson & Malmberg, 1999) and 

major ash distribution maps (Guðmundsson et al., 2012) that the ash entered Selvogsbanki 
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from about the 17
th

 and onwards. The amount of days it took for the ash to enter 

Selvogsbanki is calculated with the formula: 

Time [days] = water velocity [m/s] * distance [km]    (equation 3) 

All the simulations are mutually compared, which will show relative change in chl-a levels 

between the simulations over the season. In this way the potential influence of the 

Eyjafjallajökull eruption and in particular the ash fall on algal dynamics in Selvogsbanki is 

examined.  

Validation 

For the accuracy assessment of the satellite imagery mapping and the model simulations, 

statistical tests are executed. The 8-days satellite imagery is chosen to be statistically 

assessed rather than the monthly imagery. These samples represent only a snapshot in time, 

thus the smallest temporal resolution of satellite imagery would therefore be the most 

suitable to compare it with. To identify the significance of the difference between satellite 

imagery and in situ measurements, a paired t-test is performed on satellite pixels and 

matching CTD data. All the sampled locations together and as local spatial clusters of the 

locations are statistically tested. The spatial clusters are based on sample locations that 

were close together or on a cross section perpendicular to the coastline. The paired t-test is 

chosen since there is just one variable measured, chl-a, and because the only difference lay 

in the method of obtaining the value, meaning that the values are not independent of each 

other. The significance levels of all tests is set to p<0.05. With these tests, the potential of 

the satellite imagery to obtain chl-a for Selvogsbanki during the eruption of the 

Eyjafjallajökull is assessed. 

Observation points at locations of the measurement locations are defined in the grid. For 

these observation points, the model stored data about water and variable fluxes and 

balances for each time step. Satellite 8-day averages from the 15
th

 until the 22
nd

 of April, 

and 25
th

 of May until the 1
st
 of June and modelled values from the entire-2010 simulation 

are compared to validation data.  

4.4 Data and data processing  

4.4.1 Satellite imagery 

Globcolour satellite imagery, developed by the European Space Agency (ESA) 

(Globcolour, 2013) are used for analysis of the satellite imagery. Globcolour products are 

merged data of MODIS, MERIS and SeaWiFS in order to obtain the most accurate chl-a 

imagery results. This is possible since all three of the satellite imagery complement each 

other in order to obtain a higher temporal resolution, and results from different algorithms 

can be compared with one another. Because of the increased temporal resolution, chances 

to have a match with in situ measurements and acquired satellite imagery are higher. For 

each CTD station a chl-a satellite value is required for the validation procedure. The 

imagery is atmospheric and radiometric corrected, freely available for the public and easy 

accessible online. Since this imagery is directly usable, the choice for this option instead of 

raw satellite imagery saves vast amounts of preprossessing, calibration and validation time. 

The satellites obtain chl-a levels, which are proxies for algae levels. The merging process 

is based on the Garver, Siegel, Maritorena Model (GSM). However, since algorithms for 

case 2 waters do not exist for the MODIS and SeaWiFS satellites, only an algorithm of the 
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MERIS satellite is used for these waters. These data are averaged over time with the simple 

average method (AV). The validation report of the Globcolour products concluded that the 

GSM model has the highest overall accuracy in obtaining chl-a values (ACRI-ST et al., 

2007). This is verified with data from around the world, but not with measurements nearby 

Iceland. The data used are monthly averages from 2007 until 2012 and 8-days averages 

from 2010, all with a spatial resolution of 4km². The products are available for every year 

from February to October. Almost all of the February maps, however, contain insufficient 

amount of observed satellite imagery, and are therefore left out of the analysis. 

4.4.2 Measurement data 

The majority of the constants for the formulas in BLOOM are gained from the North Sea 

model. However, ocean depth, salinity, sea surface temperature (SST) and air temperature 

are given the average value derived from the MRI in situ measurements. Salinity is 

averaged over the top 30m. across all the CTD stations. The depth of water sampling is 

given in units of pressure (db) and is estimated to have about 3% difference with the actual 

depth and measured the depth with approximately ± 1 meter accuracy. The accuracy of 

salinity and temperature is about 0.003 and 0.01 respectively (Valdimarsson, 27/02/2013). 

An overview of the sources of data is given in table 1.  

The Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) supplied the weather data used for this study. 

From this, the weather station at Vatnsskarðshólar (Fig. 4), station 802 (N63°25.416', 

W19°10.982'), is selected to provide the model with time series of global radiance, wind 

strength and wind direction measured in April and May 2010. The available energy for 

algae is calculated by the model from a day length function (Fig. 8) and irradiance on the 

surface layer (W/m
2
), which is dependent on latitude. The latitude is set to 63.6; the centre 

latitude of the Selvogsbanki. Since the only available data is from April and May 2010, the 

summer was set to 300W/m2, which is assumed to be a standard value during that season. 

The radiance in autumn and winter is linearly decreased to 50W/m2. The duration of the 

day is the cause of low energy availability during those seasons, the exact value of radiance 

is therefore insignificant. Station 802 is located at the coast, so it is possible to measure 

alongshore wind currents which came into the study area (Fig. 4). The time series on 

Ölfusá and Þjórsá rivers discharges and temperature data (IMO, 2013) throughout the year 

2010 is further used. The time series are the same for the reference year as well as the 2010 

runs of the model.  
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Figure 8: Day length function in Selvogsbanki from January to December. 

Data for the nutrient content of the two rivers is obtained from Eiríksdóttir et al. (2010). 

Component averages between 1998-2009 of SiO2, PO4-P and NO3-N measured in mmol/L 

are selected as the mean nutrient river discharge content flowing into the model. More 

recent data is not yet available.  

A report by Guðmundsson and Guðfinnsson (n.d.) included graphs representing Si, NO3 

and PO4 levels measured over the whole year of 2003 at a station on the east-side of 

Selvogsbanki. This data is used as reference data as it is the most recent available data 

solely focussed on Selvogsbanki. Chl-a input for the reference simulation is obtained from 

the monthly mean of the average of the satellite background years.  

The MRI collected chl-a (g/m
3
), Si, NO3+NO2 (nitrite), PO4 (µmol/L), pressure, salinity, 

sea surface temperature (SST), and fluoroscence data during April and May 2010. All 

variables except Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) were collected at 

Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) stations (Fig. 4). In addition, SST, salinity and 

fluoroscence were collected onboard the vessel by means of a continuous flow-through 

system. Kristinn Guðmundsson, scientist at the MRI calculated chl-a levels from the 

fluorescence measurements. An overview of collected variables data is given in Appendix 

4. The data of directly measured chl-a has an accuracy of about 5%. Whereas the chl-a 

based on calculations from the fluorescence have a much lower accuracy (Guðmundsson, 

28/02/2013). Additionally, the MRI made the coordinates of the land-ocean boundary 

around the whole of Iceland available.  

The nutrients coming into the model at the East boundary in the entire-2010 simulation are 

specified as April and May 2010 measurement values. The rest of the year however is 

specified with values from the reference. This is justified because ash reacts very quickly 

with water (Jones & Gíslason, 2008). Ash which might have fallen onto the ocean further 

away from Selvogsbanki is not likely to contribute to the nutrient supply in Selvogsbanki 

because it had already a vast amount of time to be taken up by algae in other areas. 

However, chl-a levels are also specified with data from the reference to interpolate for the 

missing months, whereas algae levels coming into the model might already be higher than 

usual because of this same reasoning. Because the data of the rest of the year are missing, 
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this is the most reasonable approach. For the pre-ash simulation, which only takes in situ 

measurements from the 16
th

 of April, this means that also May input was also derived from 

the reference year.   

The April averaged satellite imagery for chl-a is higher than the averaged measured chl-a 

levels on the 16
th

 of April. However, the measurements on the 17
th

 of April are 

significantly higher than the satellite imagery. This is expressed in the input algae 

concentrations (carbon mg/m
3
) into the model (Appendix 3). The pre-ash 2010 simulation 

deviates from the reference simulation due to the exclusion of the satellite imagery of April 

and the inclusion of the measurement on the 16
th

 of April. Although this is just one extra 

measurement, the influence of this measurement reached further than one day, since 

concentrations on moments in time that does not have the value specified needs to be 

linearly interpolated from the closest in time concentrations that are specified. In this case 

that means that concentrations in between the 16
th

 of April and the 15
th

 of May need to be 

interpolated from the values specified on the 16
th

 of April and the 15
th

 of May. The 18
th

 

does not have specifications for entire-2010 because those measurements are taken all the 

way in on the East side.  

The measurements do not make a distinction between NO2 and NO3, and are combined in 

one variable. In BLOOM only NO3 can be an input. Since in reality nitrification processes 

convert NO2 into NO3, all NO2 is regarded as NO3 and converted from µmol/L to g/m
3
 

according to the molecular weight of NO3. Whenever P was measured, which has to be 

included into the model as PO4, it is assumed that enough oxygen was present. So P is 

converted to PO4 with the molecular weight of PO4. In BLOOM not chl-a levels are 

defined as input, but algae biomass is. The chl-a measured is converted to algae biomass 

according to the chl:carbon ratio of diatoms. This is set to 0.053 according to a study by 

Los & Wijsman (2007).  

Table 1: Data groups and sources used in study 

*Eiríksdóttir et al. (2010) 

 

 

 

Data/ Source MRI GlobColour Earth Science Institute, 

University of Iceland* 

IMO 

Ocean reference X X   

Rivers reference   X  

Ocean 2010 X    

Weather conditions 

2010 

   X 

Radiance 2010    X 
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The programmes BEAM VISAT as well as ArcGIS are used to process and assess the 

satellite imagery. To read the Globcolour data files in BEAM VISAT an extra add-in has to 

be installed, called the Globcolour-Product-Readers module. After importing all the 

monthly and 8-day average data into this program, they are converted into readable files 

for ArcGIS with the NetCDF-CF extension. In ArcGIS the raster are converted to NetCDF 

raster layers, and projected into the Lambert Conic Conformal ISN 2004 projection using 

the cubic interpolation technique. This projection is specifically created for Iceland and 

will therefore show the least amount of distortions in the study area. Moreover, this choice 

facilitates comparison with other Icelandic studies since many use this projection as well. 

The mean of the background years is calculated using the cell statistic function in ArcGIS. 

Pixels for which no data was registered are not included in this calculation. The raster 

calculator is applied to subtract the mean of those years with the map of 2010. In order to 

validate the results of the satellite imagery, pixels at matching locations with the CTD 

stations in the 8-days average maps of April and May 2010 are extracted with the ‘extract 

multi values to point’ tool in ArcGIS. ArcGIS is further applied as a cartographic tool in 

the creation of maps. It is also in this program that the land-ocean coordinates are 

converted into a land boundary line, which serve as boundary in the grid is created for the 

model.  
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5 Results  

5.1 Spatial and temporal pattern of algal blooms along 
the Icelandic coast 

The monthly averaged satellite imagery show that chl-a levels that vary temporally from 

March to October for the whole study area (Fig. 9). Between 2007 to 2012, the chl-a levels 

are generally low in March and gradually increase over time, peaking in June, where after 

it decreases in July and marginally increases in August. After August levels gradually 

decreases again. An autumn bloom is not evident in the satellite imagery.  

The pattern of 2010 looks somewhat different from the average pattern of the other years. 

Chl-a levels are mostly higher, although the values of June are similar. A delayed peak is 

visible in 2010. The peak in 2010 reaches 1.75 (mg/m
3
) in July, whereas the peak in the 

average of the other years reaches 1.44 (mg/m
3
) in June.  

 

Figure 9: Monthly chl-a values (mg/m
3
) for the average over the background years and 

monthly chl-a values (mg/m
3
) for 2010, including the trend between the months.   

From 2007 to 2012 there is an overall increasing trend in chl-a levels for all months (Table 

2, Fig. 10 & Fig. 11). Moreover, in every year between March to June chl-a levels are 

rising. This can be seen from figure 10 since March is the lowest month line and the lines 

are in a subsequent order above each other without intersecting. However, July, August 

and September do cross each other (Fig. 11), meaning that the seasonal pattern is different 

per year for these months. In 2009, 2011 and 2012 just a minor increase in chl-a levels in 

August relative to July is seen. October however has the lowest levels for the months July-

October in every year. The seasonal pattern contradicts with Jónsson (1984) presenting 
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high chl-a levels in March and April, low values during the summer month, with a small 

peak in June, and an autumn bloom in September. 

March, April, June, August, September and October in 2010 do not seem to differ from the 

averaged pattern of the other years. May and July however do display a substantial peak in 

2010 relative to the other years. 

Table 2: Averages of chl-a levels (mg/m
3
) per month per year during the time of the study 

for the whole study area.  

Year/Month Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct 

2007 0.20 0.29 0.91 1.279 0.91 0.76 0.54 0.36 

2008 0.19 0.31 0.99 1.374 1.23 1.18 0.72 0.40 

2009 0.22 0.33 0.82 1.110 1.21 1.27 0.68 0.41 

2010 0.24 0.29 1.30 1.435 1.75 1.31 1.12 0.78 

2011 0.24 0.35 0.86 1.765 1.32 1.41 1.52 0.97 

2012 0.22 0.45 1.34 1.677 1.29 1.38 0.97 0.84 

Average 

without 2010 

0.21 0.35 0.98 1.441 1.19 1.20 0.89 0.60 
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Figure 10: Temporal changes in chl-a values (mg/m
3
) between 2007-2012 for March, 

April, May & June each year. 

 

 

Figure 11: Temporal changes in chl-a values (mg/m
3
) between 2007-2012 for July, 

August, September & October each year. 
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The difference between images obtained by Globcolour using the GSM method that is 

optimised for case 1 waters (chl1) and the average weighting method of MERIS data for an 

algorithm optimised for case 2 waters (chl2) is not strongly significant in April 2010 (Fig. 

12a. & b.). The overall spatial pattern of values is similar. The highest chl-a levels are 

found along the coast of Iceland, whereas lowest values are found in the open ocean. 

Especially the Southwest, West and North side of Iceland have high values. The chl1 water 

algorithm does in general estimate higher values of chl-a than the algorithm for chl2 does. 

This is evident in Selvogsbanki among other areas, where the high chl-a plume is much 

smaller in the chl2 map relative to the chl1 map. Another difference between the 

algorithms is that chl2 has more unknown values.  

 

Figure 12: Globcolour chlorophyll 1 and chlorophyll 2 (mg/m
3
) in April 2010. a.) 

chlorophyll 1, b.) chlorophyll 2. 
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Algae show a high degree of spatial variability across a season over the Icelandic waters 

(Fig. 13 & Fig. 14). In all months between March and October measured chl-a levels are 

extremely high in waters directly adjacent to the southern coast. In April this expands to 

the North coast. The open water surrounding Iceland has in general lower levels, especially 

in March. In April levels increase over the entire area, and in May open water northeast of 

Iceland show blooming. In June the blooming in the Northeast decreases. The strongest 

blooming takes place south and southwest of Iceland, but also other areas like east of 

Iceland show significant levels of chl-a. In July the blooming seems to be more 

concentrated in space compared to the patches in June. The highest levels are still found in 

the Southwest. In addition, algae in the Southeast are also further flourishing. The northern 

part is almost free of algae blooming. This pattern is continued in August, although slightly 

more patchy. In September chl-a levels in the open water are decreasing, except in the 

East. The entire coast around Iceland shows a relative small strip of elevated chl-a levels. 

In October most data is missing for the northern part. The southern part shows a small 

decrease in chl-a levels.  

 

Figure 13: Average chl-a (mg/m
3
) concentrations over the background years for the 

months of a.) March, b.) April, c.) May, d.) June.  
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Figure 14: Average chl-a (mg/m
3
) concentrations over the background years for the 

months of a.) July, b.) August, c.) September, d.) October.  
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In 2010 it seems there are some anomalies compared to the background years (Fig. 15 & 

Fig. 16). In Selvogsbanki there are relative low chl-a levels in March 2010. However, in 

April and May, during the months of the eruption, values in the whole of Selvogsbanki 

seem to be extremely high compared to the other years. Areas East of the Eyjafjallajökull, 

where the ash precipitated in April, does however not show a strong relative increase. In 

June this is reduced to a small strip along the coast. In July and August chl-a levels stay 

relatively low for the majority of the area. The relative levels increase again in September 

and slightly more in October.  

Figure 15: Anomalies in chl-a values (mg/m
3
) in 2010 for the months of a.) March, b.) 

April, c.) May, d.) June. 2010 imagery is subtracted from the average of the background 

years. The red areas represent where the year 2010 shows a stronger than average chl-a 

levels. The light green on the other hand shows where the chl-a levels are below average. 
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Figure 16: Anomalies in chl-a values (mg/m
3
) in 2010 for the months of a.) July, b.) 

August, c.) September, d.) October. 2010 imagery is subtracted from the average of the 

background years. The red areas represent where the year 2010 shows a stronger than 

average chl-a levels. The light green on the other hand shows where the chl-a levels are 

below average. 

High values are especially found close to the coast in April and May 2010 (Fig. 17 & Fig. 

18). Compared to 07 to 14 April, 15 to 22 of April shows a decrease along the east coast, 

whereas a slight increase on the southwest coast. Between the 7
th

 and 14
th

 of April there are 

already high levels of chl-a found in Selvogsbanki, this is further increased between the 

15
th

 and 22
nd

 of April.  The imagery of the average of the 23
rd

 to 30
th

 of April and again in 

the beginning of May show high amounts of missing data. Between the 9
th

 and 16
th

 of May 

levels are peaking, especially in Selvogsbanki. In the following time periods they are 

decreasing.  
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Figure 17: Maps of 8-day chl-a (mg/m
3
) averages in April 2010. a.) 07– 14 April; b.) 15– 

22 April, c.) 23– 30 April.  
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Figure 18: Maps of 8-day chl-a (mg/m
3
) averages in May 2010. a.) 01 – 08 May, b.): 09 – 

16 May, c.): 17-24 May, d.): 25 May – 01 June. 

The satellite imagery and imagery suggests that in general algae blooms at the end of 

spring and in summer. The seasonal pattern in the whole study area peaks later and higher 

in 2010 than in the average of the background years. April and May in 2010 seem to have 

higher than average chl-a level in Selogsbanki. The chl-a values for the 8-day average 

maps are already high before the eruption.  
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5.2 Simulations algal bloom dynamics before, during 
and after the Eyjafjallajökull eruption 2010 

Reference simulation 

Limiting factors alternate and overlap with each other in time. Figure 19 shows the total 

chl-a in algae with regard to the limiting factors over time. This figure and the following 

ones in this section are based on an average of a defined spatial cluster which just 

comprises all the CTD stations, but excludes the outer areas of the grid. 

In the autumn and winter months energy is a limiting factor, as well as growth and 

mortality (Fig. 19). Silicate is starting to be a limiting factor in February. In April when 

chl-a levels start to decrease, nitrogen is added as limiting factor. At the start of the autumn 

bloom nitrogen is still a limiting factor, energy is once again starting to become limiting 

and phosphorus is now also added to the limiting factors.  

Figure 19: Total chlorophyll in algae (mg/m
3
) including limitation factors during reference 

simulation. 

Pre-ash 2010 and whole 2010 simulation 

The pre-ash and entire year 2010 simulation are very similar (Fig. 20 & Fig. 21). 

Compared to the reference simulation, all three nutrients, nitrogen, phosphorus and silicate, 

are active as limiting factors over a much longer time period. In both 2010 simulations all 

three nutrients start to be limiting factors in February, and stay limiting without 

interruptions until the end of the simulation.  
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Figure 20: Total chlorophyll in algae (mg/m
3
) including limitation factors during pre-ash 

simulation. 

Figure 21: Total chlorophyll in algae (mg/m
3
) including limitation factors during entire-

2010 simulation.  
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In all simulations, the build-up of NO3 during parts of autumn and winter, namely 

November, December and January, can be seen (Fig. 22). In these months the days are 

short and available radiance is weak, which are conditions under which photosynthesis is 

not supported. Hence algal blooming is prevented from being established. The NO3 is 

consumed by the algae when the days are long and bright enough to drive photosynthesis. 

Therefore, decreasing NO3 levels start in February and continues with a sharp fall in March 

that persists across the whole season. In June levels reach as low as zero, although a small 

peak of N03 is present in June, followed by again zero concentrations until September.  In 

September, the concentration of NO3 is similar to the small peak levels in June, whereupon 

the build-up process starts. The simulations of 2010 are almost exactly the same except for 

extremely minor differences in April, where the entire-2010 simulation has minimal higher 

levels than the pre-ash simulation. The reference year has mostly higher NO3 estimations 

than the 2010 simulations have, except at the end of April and beginning of May. The 

build-up of NO3 in autumn overlaps with the autumn algae bloom observed in figure 22. 

The NO3 build-up does not seem to stagger because of the algal bloom.  

 

Figure 22: NO3 (g/m
3
) for all simulations.  

PO4 shows a similar seasonal pattern as NO3 does (Fig. 23). In January and February high 

levels are simulated, although in March they are already decreasing. In June, July and 

halfway of August PO4 is relative stable at a low level. Then it dips further to a 

concentration of zero in September. Though, the build-up of PO4 begins again later in 

September. The pre-ash and entire-2010 simulations are very similar. Although the 

simulations deviate in April where the entire-2010 PO4 levels are higher than the pre-ash 

simulation. Again, during the major course of the simulation the reference has shown 

higher levels than the 2010 simulations. Only the entire-2010 simulation has higher values 

for a brief period in April. Another brief period in May and September have both the 

entire-2010 as well as the pre-ash run higher PO4 levels than the reference. The decrease in 

April and May is less capricious and with a lower overall decreasing gradient in the 2010 

simulations than in the reference. In the reference PO4 levels of June, July and August, are 

already reached low levels mid-May.  
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Figure 23: PO4 (g/m
3
) for all simulations.  

Si deviates from the typical winter build-up observed in the NO3 and PO4 simulations (Fig. 

24). Low values close to zero are already reached at the beginning of May compared to 

June for NO3 and halfway May or June depending on the simulation for PO4. The build-up 

already starts at beginning of July, with the highest peak at the end of August, after which 

levels steeply decrease. Si levels stay stable around the level reached in August until April. 

In April the levels decrease further and reach zero in May. The two 2010 simulations are 

almost exactly the same. Only at the very end of April and beginning of May the entire-

2010 simulation has lower Si concentrations than the pre-ash simulation. The Si reference 

concentrations are higher during almost the entire year, except for a period in January and 

February, and except for November where both 2010 simulations are higher. In addition, 

the pre-ash briefly exceeds reference values at the beginning of May.  

 

Figure 24: Si (g/m
3
) for all simulations.  
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The overall seasonal pattern is similar in all three simulations (Fig. 25). The spring bloom 

flourishes in March and April, although chl-a levels start declining rapidly already in 

April. This is followed by more or less smaller peaks depending on the simulation, with an 

overall decreasing trend throughout the summer. The concentrations are smallest in July 

and August, when no chl-a content at all is simulated. In September algae revive in an 

autumn bloom, reaching levels similar to June. The bloom persists through October, but 

ending in November. Until the 15
th

 of March all simulations have similar boundary 

conditions for algae, though these boundary conditions already do differ from the year of 

reference. From the end of February onwards, the 2010 simulations display differences in 

algae content in relation to the year of reference simulation. The pre-ash and the entire 

2010 run start deviating in the second half of April, the moment at which they have 

different input values for chl-a and nutrients. They follow a different pattern until the 

beginning of June, from which of they simulate the same chl-a values until the end of the 

simulation. The second, smaller peak in April is higher in the entire-2010 simulation than 

in the pre-ash simulation. This coincides with the higher levels of chl-a on the 17
th

 of April 

in the entire-2010 simulation, compared to the input on the 16
th

 of April. However, in the 

entire-2010 simulation the peak is followed by a steep decrease of chl-a concentration, 

falling below levels of the pre-ash simulation until the beginning of June. This is when all 

nutrients are already limiting in both 2010 simulations, whereas energy is just limiting in 

some small proportions though a little more in the pre-ash simulation.  

The model shows weakened algal blooming in spring and autumn in 2010 compared to the 

reference simulation. Both 2010 simulations show from March onwards for the 

overwhelming majority lower chl-a levels than the reference simulation. The simulations 

of 2010 show weaker peaks, and a high peak in reference May is virtually missing in the 

2010 simulations. This pattern is paradoxical with the observations from the satellite maps, 

which show a relative increase in 2010 compared to the reference. However, one should 

keep in mind that the reference used by both approaches is different. In the satellite 

imagery the reference is the monthly average of the years 2007-2009 and 2011-2012, 

whereas in the model it is a combination of data from those monthly averaged satellite 

imagery as well as nutrient data from 2003, river discharge and content data from 1998-

2009 and environmental parameters like water temperature from 2010.   

 

Figure 25: Chl-a (mg/m
3
) for all simulations.  
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The maps show chl-a levels to obtain the total bloom growth, since more than one species 

is modelled. The maps display the spatial distribution of chl-a and nutrients averaged over 

a day or multiple days. One should keep in mind that the timeline functions presented 

earlier are the daily average for the Selvogsbanki small. The maps here show the result for 

the whole computational grid (Fig. 7).  

The influence of the Þjórsá and Ölfusá is minor compared to the size of the case-study 

area. A small strip along the coastline of deviating values of chl-a and nutrients nearby the 

locations where the rivers discharge into the ocean. Further away from the discharge 

locations the whole content of the river’s discharge is so much diluted in the ocean water 

that it is negligible. The small strip is most obvious in maps where the surrounding values 

are on the lower side.  

From the 15
th

 of April onwards, the two 2010 simulations deviate. Shortly after that 

deviation, a short peak in chl-a levels were observed in the entire-2010 simulation. In the 

maps displaying the spatial distribution of chl-a levels, the highest levels are seen on the 

21
st
 of April. Comparison between chl-a levels on the 21

st
 of April in the pre-ash 

simulation and in the entire-2010 simulation show that high chl-a levels are more widely 

spread over the whole case study area relative to the pre-ash simulation (Fig. 26). The 

algae arise especially in the eastern side of the study area, where the current originates. 

Figure 26: Chl-a (mg/m
3
) simulations for the 21

st
 of April 2010 Above. Pre-ash 2010 

simulation, below. entire-2010 simulation. 
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It has been observed in the temporal pattern that in May the difference between the pre-ash 

and the entire-2010 simulation increases relative to April. In the following maps the 8-days 

averages are displayed. At the end of April both simulations look alike (Fig. 27 & Fig. 28). 

Although, on the eastern side the entire-2010 shows higher values than the pre-ash 

simulation. In the beginning of May this pattern switches. Though the pre-ash simulation 

does not change much, the entire-2010 simulation does. Values which are reached at the 

end of April are still as high as 25mg/m
3
, in the beginning of May that lowered to about 18 

mg/m
3
. Between the 9

th
 and 16

th
 chl-a levels further decreased in both simulations. When 

in the entire-2010 simulation there is just a small strip left of values of about 17 mg/m
3
, the 

rest of the area has smaller values. This is the case as well between the 17
th

 and 25
th

 of 

May in the pre-ash simulation, when the overwhelming majority of chl-a levels are below 

15 mg/m
3
. In both simulations chl-a continues to decrease until the end of May. In 

conclusion, in May the model simulated a stronger bloom in the pre-ash than in entire-

2010. However, they both decrease during the course of the month. The pre-ash simulation 

has a stronger decreasing gradient, as at the end of May both simulation have similar levels 

again. In the Southwestern corner of the case-study area chl-a levels are constant zero. 

Algae and nutrients do not seem to cross a curve separating the Southwest corner from the 

rest of the grid. The highest chl-a levels are found in the Northwest corner continuing 

towards the centre of the grid. The East part of the grid is the most variable over time with 

regard to chl-a levels. Here, we find a striated pattern alternating between low and high 

values. 
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Figure 27: Chl-a (mg/m
3
) over time period 23

rd
 of April until 1

st
 of June for simulations 

pre-ash (left) and entire-2010 (right). A.) Pre-ash 23/04 – 30/04, b.) entire-2010 23/04 – 

30/04, c.) Pre-ash 01/05 – 08/05, d.) entire-2010 01/05 – 08/05, e.) Pre-ash 09/05 – 16/05, 

f.) entire-2010 09/05 – 16/05, g.) Pre-ash 17/05 – 24/05, h.) entire-2010 17/05 – 24/05, i.) 

Pre-ash 25/05 – 01/06, j.) entire-2010 25/05 – 01/06.  
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5.3 Validation 

The overall in situ measurements and 8-days averaged satellite imagery differ significantly 

from each other. The hypothesis is that there is an insignificant difference between 

measurements and satellite imagery. The t-test for all the stations together in April and 

May indicate an overall statistical significant difference of P=0.032 and P=0.004 

respectively between the sampled data and the satellite imagery of April 2010. For the 

spatial cluster tests the outcome varied across clusters (Table 3 & Table 4). 

Table 3: Significance difference between in situ measurements and 8-day satellite imagery 

for chl-a (mg/m
3
) in April 2010.  

Spatial cluster CTD P-value Significance 

225, 254 & 256 0.173 Insignificant 

226, 247, 249 & 252 0.304 Insignificant 

227, 238, 240, 242 & 243 0.031 Significant 

228 & 245 0.902 Insignificant 

229, 230 & 232 0.020 Significant 

Overall 0.032 Significant 

 

Table 4: Significance difference between in situ measurements and 8-day satellite imagery 

for chl-a (mg/m
3
) in May 2010.  

Spatial cluster CTD P-value Significance 

344, 345, 346, 347 0.027 Significant 

348, 349, 350, 351 0.405 Insignificant 

Overall 0.004 Significant 
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When the monthly satellite imagery and the entire-2010 simulation are plotted against 

measured values both satellite and simulation are off the 1:1 line (Fig. 28 & Fig. 29). The 

1:1 line is the line on which the values lay if the accuracy is 1. The marks should therefore 

be as close to the 1:1 line as possible.  

The satellite imagery is mostly underestimated, especially in April. This is seen from the 

majority of the marks being located underneath the 1:1 line. The values in May are 

stronger related to the measurement values. The coincidence and association are relatively 

high compared to the simulation and the satellite values in April. Coincidence is a measure 

for the difference between measured and simulated value, which it quantified. A high 

association on the other hand means that trends in measured values are quite well obtained 

or simulated (Smith & Smith, 2007). 

In contrast with the satellite imagery, the simulation is highly overestimating the chl-a 

values, seen by the majority of marks located above the 1:1 line. However, in April the 

trend is about parallel to the 1:1 line, suggesting a systematic error causing a shift in the 

simulation. This may prevent a good fit between the data. Since the marks are quite 

parallel to the 1:1 line the association between the simulation and measurements is high. In 

May on the other hand, higher measured values seem to correlate stronger with the 

simulated values, and some simulation values are even underestimated.  

Figure 28: Chl-a (mg/m
3
) entire-2010 simulation and 8-days satellite imagery versus in situ 

measurements at CTD stations on the 16
th

, 17
th

 and 18
th

 of April 2010.  
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Figure 29: Chl-a (mg/m
3
) entire-2010 simulation and 8-days satellite imagery versus in situ 

measurements at CTD stations on the 27
th

 and 28
th

 of May 2010.  

The in situ measurements, averaged satellite imagery and averaged simulation per day 

show how well the satellite obtained chl-a values and the simulation performed (Fig. 30 & 

Fig. 31). For both April as well as May the average satellite imagery on the CTD locations 

does indicate an accurate performance over this short time period. The values lay in the 

same range as the measurements and also follow the same trend. The trend in April would 

be going from relative low values on the 16
th

, to slightly higher ones on the 17
th

, and again 

lower ones on the 18
th

. In May a small decrease is seen between the 27
th

 and the 28
th

. As 

seen in the previous figures, simulation values are too much on the high side. On the 17
th

 

of April the measurements do however also diverge from each other. One measurement has 

even a value of more than 18mg/m
3
 compared to the averaged simulation value of less than 

14mg/m
3
. Another value on the 17

th
 is less than one mg/m

3
 lower than that simulation. The 

trend of the simulation relative to the measurement’s trend is off over this short time 

period. In April as well as in May it is increasing over the days.  
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Figure 30: Chl-a (mg/m3) measurements, satellite imagery and entire-2010 simulation 

at CTD stations on the 16th, 17th and 18th of April 2010.  
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Figure 31: Chl-a (mg/m
3
) measurements, satellite imagery and entire-2010 simulation at 

CTD stations on the 27
th

 and 28
th

 of May 2010.  
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The seasonal pattern of the whole study area obtained from the satellite imagery and the 

seasonal pattern of the Selvogsbanki in the entire-2010 simulation differentiate extremely 

from each other (Fig. 32), showing the opposite pattern. Moreover, the maximum value of 

the satellite imagery is about 1.8 mg/m
3
, whereas the maximum value of the simulation is 

slightly more than 14 mg/m
3
.   
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6 Discussion and Conclusion 

6.1 General spatial and temporal patterns of algal 
blooms along the Icelandic coast  

The general seasonal temporal pattern of algal blooms in Icelandic waters observed by 

satellites between 2007-2009 and 2011 – 2012 shows low occurrences in winter and peak 

presence at the end of spring and beginning of summer. This seasonal pattern contradicts 

with the pattern presented in Jónsson (1984), who predicts blooming in early spring and 

early autumn, plus the absence of blooming during summer.  

The spatial patterns in figure 13 and figure 14 show that the open ocean has lower values 

than the areas directly adjacent to the coast. The chl1 and chl2 satellite imagery of April 

2010 show that chl2 obtains higher levels for chl-a in the open ocean and lower nearby the 

coast. Since for the seasonal analysis chl1 imagery is used and the majority of the area is 

open ocean, average chl-a levels are likely to be estimated lower than with the chl2 

algorithm.  

Comparison of the years shows a positive trend in algae occurrence. March to June and 

October show a similar pattern in all years. The robustness of the pattern for these months 

from year to year points to a trustworthy outcome of the satellite imagery. On the other 

hand, the pattern between July and September does show deviation from year to year. This 

indicates a weaker relation in seasonal pattern or more errors in the satellite imagery. A 

weaker relation in seasonal pattern would mean that the actual pattern in these months 

differ from year to year. While more errors in satellite imagery would mean that algorithms 

have more difficulties obtaining chl-a levels in the summer months. Thus, the causation of 

the difference between satellite imagery and Jónsson (1984) could be in the actual chl-a, in 

the satellite imagery or in a combination of both. If the actual chl-a levels are the cause 

then one explanation could be that the data on which the graph by Jonsson was based were 

published in 1963 (Riley & Chester, 1963), and patterns shifted in the meantime due to 

change in environmental conditions like those affected by climate change. This means that 

favourable conditions and limiting factors might have shifted over the year. According to 

this reasoning, nutrient levels could be high during summer in order to sustain algal 

blooming and decrease during winter. Nutrient upwelling in autumn would thus be 

eliminated, what could be argued to be the result of ocean warming due to climate change 

leading to more stable stratification of the ocean water body. Additionally, changes in 

environmental conditions might lead to changes in algal species occurrences. Though, this 

reasoning does not coincide with theories of some of the underlying process mechanisms. 

Energy availability is low during winter, which is the dominant limiting factor during that 

period. Then nutrient concentrations have time to build up. From the 21
st
 of December day 

lengths are starting the get longer again. According to Jónsson (1984) light availability 

starts to be less of a limiting factor from February onwards. Since nutrients and energy are 

most likely abundant in spring, there must be another limiting factor involved preventing 

the algae to grow according to the pattern observed in satellite imagery. This could be 

grazing by zooplankton. On the other hand, the explanation for the deviation of the satellite 

imagery and the predictions of Jonsson 1984 could be sought in the accuracy of the 
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satellite imagery. The accuracy might be limited due to the coarse resolution of 4.6km., 

resulting in inaccurate chl-a levels for the Icelandic waters between 2007 to 2012. 

Furthermore, the accuracy might be reduced due to several practical issues that exist 

regarding obtaining satellite imagery of algal blooms in Iceland. Clouds are very common 

above Iceland, obstructing objects on the Earth surface to be detected by satellites, and 

therefore decrease the continuity of the time-series. MERIS water 2 imagery had more 

unknown pixels, probably because it is obtained from one satellite compared the three 

satellites for chl1. Because of this, the temporal coverage of chl1 is higher and since sensor 

obstructions like (ash) clouds are just temporarily, it is more likely to obtain data for all 

pixels. Choosing the merged products from Globcolour was prudent, since the use of three 

satellites which pass Iceland at different times increase the probability on a continuous 

time-series.  

6.2 Algal bloom dynamics after the Eyjafjallajökull 
eruption 2010 

Based on this study, the short term effects of the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010 on the 

spatiotemporal patterns of algae in Selvogsbanki are ambiguous.  

For the whole study area the differences between the average over the years and the year 

2010 are especially evident in May, June and July. At the end of June, monthly chl-a levels 

show a peak which is about a month delayed compared to the peak in the reference. May 

and July also show deviation from the overall trend between 2007 and 2012. The seasonal 

pattern simulated in the model for Selvogsbanki contradicts with the pattern observed in 

satellite imagery for the whole study area. The model shows blooming in early spring and 

autumn and an absence of blooming during summer in all simulations. Jónsson’s 

predictions (1984) are relatively similar to the simulations, although it predicts low algae 

levels already in May and an earlier autumn bloom in September. The Eyjafjallajökull 

eruption in 2010 happened at a critical time in the algae cyclus, which is in mid-April 

when according to the satellite imagery chl-a levels are increasing in the whole study area, 

while in Jónsson (1984) and the Selvogsbanki simulation there is a descending trend.  

In the satellite imagery higher chl-a levels in 2010 relative to the average of the 

background years in Selvogsbanki are visible, especially in April and May. According to 

the satellite imagery, chl-a levels were relatively high along the coast of Selvogsbanki 

before the eruption, thus favourable conditions were likely already present at that time. In 

addition, the observed changes in satellite imagery between 8 days average maps of just 

before the major eruption (07-14/04) and after the start of the eruption (15-22/04) do not 

indicate significant increases in chl-a levels, and even a decrease along the east coast. It 

could be that the eruption did not result in even more favourable conditions for algae 

growth. PAR could have strongly decreased because of the ash cloud, the ash could have 

toxic effects on the water, or perhaps as argued previously, there was no shortage of 

nutrients beforehand.  

However, chl-a measurements along the East boundary of the case study area are higher on 

the 17
th

 than on the 16
th

 of April (Appendix 5), indicating enhanced favourable conditions. 

However, nutrient levels do not significantly increase after the 17
th

 based on the in situ 

measurements. This could be due to the consumption by algae or because nutrient levels 

did not increase after the 17
th

. As ash has a short reaction time with water, whereupon the 

nutrients become available for organisms, it is expected that the time lag between nutrient 
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input and chl-a level rise would only be a matter of hours or days. As the dominant wind 

direction at the start of the eruption the 14
th

 was to the East, causing the major part of the 

ash to be deposited towards the East, a longer time lag was expected for chl-a levels in the 

southwest. The ash and / or nutrients must be transported by the currents first. The ash that 

erupted on the 15
th

 of April travelled about 140km from Selvogsbanki over the water, 

based on a measurement in Google Earth and ash cloud distribution maps from 

Guðmundsson et al. (2012). The 16
th

 of April was further from Selvogsbanki and the main 

cloud on the 14
th

 was on land east of the Eyjafjallajökull. The estimated time for the ash to 

reach Selvogsbanki was calculated based on ash distribution maps shown in Guðmundsson 

et al. (2012) and Valdimarsson and Malmberg (1999). The conclusion from that calculation 

is that the ash of the eruption from the 15
th

 could have reached Selvogsbanki by the 19
th

 of 

April 2010. The main ash clouds of the 17
th

 and 18
th

 of April came over the ocean much 

closer to Selvogsbanki, and were therefore likely to reach the area quickly. The ash is 

calculated to enter the model from the 17
th

 onwards. This ash cloud distribution however, 

only describes the major ash clouds. Besides these there was also a significant widely 

dispersed ash outfall (Guðmundsson et al., 2012).  

A strength of the modelling settings used is that it has the capacity to analyse the potential 

influence that the changed conditions might have on algae. This is achieved by keeping the 

environmental conditions the same for the pre-ash and entire-2010 simulation except for 

the algae and nutrients supply from the East in April from the 17th and May. The change in 

conditions is assumed to be caused by ash or its products flowing into Selvogsbanki via the 

East boundary. Though, other processes might be acting on the environmental conditions 

as well. There could be other temporary changes that might also be caused by the eruption, 

like jökulhlaup, or long term changes caused by for example climate change. The pre-ash 

simulation might already be affected by such factors, but the reference simulation, which 

has other values for the whole of April, not. Therefore, the relative change of both the 2010 

simulations compared to the reference simulation gives an indication about the 

involvement of manu other temporary condition changes. Moreover, the accuracy of the 

model is so low that it should not be used to make statements about the real algae figures, 

but rather make inferences about the simulations relative to each other.  

Algae levels have a higher peak in the entire- 2010 simulation than in the pre-ash 

simulation at the moment the boundary conditions specify that high amounts of algae come 

into the study area. This is followed by a sharp fall in algae levels simulated in the entire-

2010 run, suggesting that the extra incoming algae created a negative feedback for 

themselves. Energy as a limiting factor is somewhat more present in the pre-ash simulation 

than in the entire-2010 simulation. This depends on the simulated algae levels, since the 

radiance at the water surface and the day length function is the same for all the simulations. 

As algae biomass prevents light to penetrate the water it reduces photosynthesis activity, 

and therefore reduces algal bloom growth. So in this way it is a self-induced negative 

feedback system on algal blooming. However, this only applies on vertical growth into the 

deeper water layers. Blooms can also spread over the horizontal space, thereby negating 

the limiting factor of self-induced light extinction.  

Between the two simulation runs for 2010, the NO3 concentrations vary only slightly, 

while the Si concentrations are identical. The largest relative differences between both 

simulations can be found in the PO4 concentration. In the entire-2010 simulation the values 

are higher than in the pre-ash simulation. Thus favourable conditions would have been 

increased, while chl-a levels decrease. In the entire-2010 simulation nutrient levels do not 

reach their lowest levels by April, though by then they are decreasing rapidly. This 
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suggests that they are rapidly consumed by the algae in the water column. It might be that 

the algae respond to the dropping nutrient levels.  

Simulations of 2010 show relative lower chl-a levels than the reference simulation. This is 

in accordance with measurements served as input for the East boundary which show lower 

chl-a, PO4 and Si levels in April than in the reference year. NO3 was just slightly higher for 

the 2010 simulations. Still, the model overestimates chl-a levels in April and May in the 

entire-2010 simulation when it is compared to the satellite imagery and in situ 

measurements. Accuracy may be confined in this specific application of Selvogsbanki due 

to the setup of the model. The high simulated chl-a levels might be explained by the water 

current not simulating realistic water movements, like turbulence. Moreover, particulate 

organic matter and sediment are not included in the model. Both factors might result in 

smaller light extinction what could lead to higher estimations of chl-a levels. Besides the 

particulate organic matter and sediments, other potentially influencial factors such as 

volcanic ash and dust coming from inland falling on the water are also not included in this 

analysis. The potential release of fertilizers of volcanic ash and dust storms in Icelandic 

waters has been examined before by Jones and Gíslason (2008) and Prospero et al. (2012) 

respectively. Prospero et al. (2012) found that dust storms have the potential to be an 

important source for the trace metal iron in waters around Iceland. Furthermore, the 

amount of data for the variables is a major issue. In situ measurements of ocean variables 

included in the model are only available for April and May 2010, while the data for other 

months is derived from the reference simulation.   

The satellite imagery, including the imagery for the whole study area, is only validated for 

Selvogsbanki in April and May 2010. The Globcolour products have been tested 

extensively for other areas, and have proven to have a high accuracy, especially for open, 

case 1, waters (ACRI-ST et al., 2007). Based on the validation results the hypothesis 

claiming no significant difference between measurements and satellite imagery gets 

rejected. This suggests the maps do not have high accuracy for Selvogsbanki. Furthermore, 

validation graphs indicate that the satellite imagery is underestimating the values. If chl2 

imagery was used this would probably be even stronger since chl1 estimates higher levels 

for the coastal area than chl2 does as seen in figure 12. Although the satellite imagery has 

weak accuracies according to the tests, this might be biased. Selvogsbanki is a coastal area 

that receives a huge amount of drainage water from the terrestrial environment, decreasing 

the potential of satellites to monitor chl-a levels. The actual accuracy of the whole study 

area, which consists for the majority of open case 1 waters, might be higher compared to 

the tests in Selvogsbanki.  

The accuracy of the satellite imagery might be reduced due to several practical issues. In 

this study the potential link between volcanic activities and algae dynamics is examined. 

Since the Eyjafjallajökull ejected enormous amounts of ash into the atmosphere, the view 

of satellites on the ocean’s surface for that are might have been obscured. Though the main 

ash cloud was blown into the southeastern direction (Fig. 33), East from Selvogsbanki, the 

rest of the ash might have still disturbed the imagery. Figure 17 and figure 18 show patches 

of missing data, which could possibly be caused by the ash in the atmosphere or clouds. 

Satellite imagery might have also been disturbed due to the jökulhlaup. This took 

enormous amounts of debris along to the ocean what probably contributed the total 

suspended matter (TSM) in the ocean water to increase, impeding the spectral signals and 

potentially lowering the imageries accuracy.  
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Figure 33: Main ash cloud on the 10
th

 of May after the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010 

(NASA, n.d.).  

The accuracy on dates beside the 16
th

, 17
th

 and 18
th

 of April and the 27
th

 and 28
th

 of May 

could not be tested because of lacking measurement data. However, the discrepancies 

between in situ measurements, satellite imagery and modelled results in April and May 

highlight the importance to validate by means of in situ measurements.  

In this study the role of ash has been assumed to be positive resulting from its role as 

source of nutrients. However there could be also a negative impact side of ash. As 

described previously, ash can block the view of the satellite sensor. Additionally the cloud 

prevents sunlight to reach the water, and thus decrease PAR. As light is essential for the 

maintenance and growth of algae, in such case light could become the limiting factor. But 

because this influence would exactly be underneath the ash cloud, this response cannot be 

monitored by satellite imagery. Furthermore, favourable conditions do not necessary lead 

to more algae. There might be some negative feedback systems involved. The internal 

negative feedback in figure 2, of faster nutrient stock decline because a more rapid growth 

of algae after the ash input. Furthermore, an external negative feedback could be if the 

predator stock, like fish and zooplankton, increases as a result of more available food, in 

this case the algae (e.g. Barryman, 1992). Finally, on a short term time lag processes occur. 

The time it takes from the ash source, the eruption, to become available for the algae can 

go up from an hour or less to several days, weeks or even months (Jones & Gíslason, 

2008). Not all potential nutrients will be used by the algae; some may sink to deeper water 

layers or to the bottom of the ocean. Besides, it takes time for the algae themselves to 

respond to the increased favourable conditions and to grow in sufficient large extent that it 

can be perceived by the satellite sensors.  

6.3 Recommendations 

Recommendations for further research mainly address the improvement of the accuracy of 

satellite imagery and the model. To validate the seasonality observed in the satellite 

imagery, the nutrients in summer should be measured to check if levels are as high to be 

able to support algal blooming mid-summer. Moreover nutrient levels in autumn should be 
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checked to monitor whether there is a build-up of nutrients. If not, maybe the satellite 

imagery was accurate and upwelling of nutrients shifted to another moment in the year, or 

stopped completely, preventing algal blooming in autumn.  

As mentioned in 2.1 coastal areas can be optically complex. The satellite imagery used in 

this study has a resolution of 4.6km
2
. The examination of coastal areas would benefit from 

satellite imagery with a higher spatial resolution. GlobColour is in progress making more 

of their products available with 1km
2
 resolution, which could then be used for optically 

complex areas. In order to optimize the accuracy of the 4.6km
2
 resolution satellite imagery 

an attempt could be made to combine chl1 and chl2 imagery into one image. The 

Globcolour data also contains a map with flags for turbidity for each chl-a map. When a 

pixel is flagged as being turbid, it has a higher probability to have a true value closer to the 

value obtained by a chl2 algorithm than by an chl1 algorithm. Reassigning values of the 

turbidity-flag map into 0’s and 1’s, with 0’s being non-turbidity pixels and 1’s being 

turbidity pixels, creates a map that can be overlayed with the chl1 and chl2 maps. During 

the overlay chl1 values are assigned to the pixels with 0’s in the turbidity map, and chl2 

values are assigned to the pixels classified as 1’s in the turbidity maps.  

It is recommended that more complexity is built into the model, which means the inclusion 

of more variables and processes acting upon algae growth. Variables like sediment and 

organic matter could strongly increase light extinction and are therefore likely to decrease 

photosynthesis and algal growth. As mentioned in section 5.2, the current in the model of 

Selvogsbanki is specifies as going with a velocity of 0.2 m/s from East to West. Though, 

the water movement in the area is far more complex than that. This is partially accounted 

for in this study using the hydrodynamic simulation. However, because the front ocean 

boundary is set as closed boundary, the simulation is not completely natural. In order to 

obtain a more realistic, but at the same time also a more complex simulation, the model 

should be embedded in a larger hydrodynamic model. Moreover, the bathymetry is here 

simplified as being homogeneous for the whole surface. In order to get a more realistic 

hydrodynamic flow a heterogeneous bottom could be specified. Finally, a 3D water profile 

based on the stratification of water layers in the ocean along the coast of Iceland should be 

specified which adds to the complexity of the model. In the BLOOM module in this study 

the variables are averaged over the first 30 meter depth. This means that upwelling from 

deeper layers is not included in the model, while this might be an important factor in 

autumn blooming. Adding complexity would result in more realistic simulations and are 

therefore likely to closer approximate algae levels.  

Furthermore, the most accurate results are likely to be obtained if all the data variables are 

available across the entire year of interest and even across a number of years preceding it. 

The inclusion of the data from the entire year would be beneficial for simulated 

seasonality, because the errors in estimations are reduced. The inclusion of data for years 

directly before the year of interest instead of a reference from a year collected almost a 

decade before, would minimize the effects of long term variation driven by climate change.  

Besides the cruise operated by the MRI, there was another cruise sampling water quality in 

the ocean south of Iceland during the eruption. This cruise was led by E. Achterberg 

(2013), also mentioned in section 2.3. At the moment of this writing the measurement data 

from this cruise have not yet been published. It is hoped that the data will become available 

in 2014. 
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The case study examines specifically the potential short term influence of volcanism. 

However, the Delft3D software package can be applied to many cases and can be fully 

tuned to the needs and aims of the specific case. The influence of other factors on algal 

blooms or on other water quality aspects can be investigated. Besides, water quantity 

issues could be the focus instead of water quality. The Flow model, for example, can be 

used independent from BLOOM.  

6.4 Concluding remarks 

The two research questions that were addressed were as follows. Firstly, the general 

seasonal and spatial pattern of algal blooms along the coast of Iceland between 2007 and 

2012 was analysed. In addition a possible trend was examined for these years. Secondly, 

the short term effects of the ash fall from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010 on the 

spatiotemporal patterns of algae in Selvogsbanki was analysed.  

Based on the results presented, the hypothesis claiming algae do not bloom in early spring 

and autumn gets accepted for the entire study area based on satellite imagery. However, for 

the Selvogsbanki the hypothesis does not hold based on the modelling results. The 

hypothesis claiming there is not a trend in the entire study area is rejected. The satellite 

imagery indicates an increasing trend between 2007 – 2012. The hypothesis claiming the 

ash fall from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010 did not had a positive effect on algae in 

Selvogsbanki gets accepted. The simulations show rather a decrease than an increase 

shortly after the eruption.  

The methodological approach presented in this article has strong capabilities for solving 

environmental issues related to temporal and spatial change in algal dynamics. Also 

environmental impacts of catastrophic and abrupt events can be assessed with the 

approach.  
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Appendix 1: Algal species occurrence in Selvogsbanki 
(I) 

The following list is based on maps from the Phytoplankton Continuous Record Atlas by 

Barnard et al., 2004, which presented all the phytoplankton recorded by the Continuous 

Plankton Recorder.  

+  = >3 

+- = range between <3<  

-   = <3  

Diatoms in Selvogsbanki 

+Asterionellopsis glacialis 

+Chaetoceros (Hyalochaetae)  

+Pseudo-nitzschia delicatissima 

+Pseudo-nitzschia seriata 

+Thalassiosira  

+Thalassiothrix longissima 

 

+- Chaetoceros (Phaceoceros)  

+-Rhizosolenia styliformis 

+-Skeletonema costatum 

+-Thalassionema nitzschioides 

 

-Corethron criophilum  

-Cylindrotheca closterium 

-Ephemera planamembranacea 

-Fragilaria spp. 

-Guinardia delicatula 

-Leptocylindrus danicus 

-Leptocylindrus mediterraneus 
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-Navicula 

-Odontella aurita 

-Proboscia alata alata 

-Proboscia alata inermis 

-Rhizosolenia hebetate semispina 

-Rhizosolenia imbricate shrubsolei 

 

Dinoflagellates in Selvogsbanki 

+ Ceratium fusus 

+ Ceratium lineatum 

+ Ceratium tripos 

 

+- Ceratium furca 

+- Ceratium horridum 

+- Ceratium longipes 

+- Dinophysis 

 

- Ceratium macrocerus 

- Ceratium minutum 

- Dinoflagellate cysts 

- Protoperidinium 

- Scrippsiella 

 

Other phytoplankton in Selvogsbanki 

- Dictyochophyceae – Silicoflagellatae 

- Prymnesiophyceae – Coccolithaceae 
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Appendix 2: Algal species occurrence in Selvogsbanki 
(II) 

 

Measurements were taken in the year 2000 (Guðmundsson and Guðfinnsson, n.d.).  
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Appendix 3: Calculation equation 3 

Valdimarsson and Malmberg (1999) describe a flow of water through the Iceland-Farao 

Ridge. But comparing the location of the ridge with figures in Guðmundsson (2012) the 

ridge and current towards that ridge is north of where the main ash cloud came over. The 

main direction of water current was towards Selvogsbanki. Some of the results from 

Valdimarsson and Malmberg (1999) do show that drifters flowed towards the Faroe 

Islands, this is also dependent on year, season, local circumstances and the North Atlantic 

Oscillation (NAO).   

Strong schematized calculation based on Google Earth measurements, flow estimations 

from Valdimarsson and Malmberg (1999), and ash cloud distribution from Guðmundsson 

et al. (2012), estimates when the ash deposited from the main ash clouds came flowing into 

Selvogsbanki. The calculation is based on equation 3.  

The estimation of the quickest flow (assuming flow on the Iceland Basin) (minimal 

distance; 140km and flow; 20 cm/sec) estimates 8 days after was deposit. 140km = 

14.000.000 cm /20 cm*86.400 (sec. per day) = 14.000.000 cm / 1728000 = about 8 days. 

The ocean ridge is not that far off the south coast. The estimation of the flow (assuming 

flow along topographic features; ridges) (minimal distance; 140km and flow; 40 cm/sec): 

17.000.000 cm /40 cm*86.400= 17.000.000 cm/ 3456000= about 5 days before it reaches 

Selvogsbanki, but this is assuming it flows with a speed of 40cm/sec, while that is a 

minimal estimation along ridges. This means the ash can also reach the Selvgosbanki in 

less than 5 days. A combination of flow rates is also possible: 7.000.000 / 20 cm*86.400 + 

7.000.000 /40 cm*86.400= 4 days + 2 days = 6 days.  
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Appendix 4: Available data for input variables 

April 

Station nr. 

& date  

Chl-a  

(g/m3) 

NO2+NO3 

(µmol/l) 

PO4  

(µmol/l). 

Si  

(µmol/l). 

225, 16
th

 X  X X X 

226, 16
th

  X X X X 

227, 16
th

 X X X X 

228, 16
th

 X X X X 

229, 16
th

 X X X X 

230, 16
th

 X X X X 

231, 16
th

 X X X X 

232, 16
th

 X X X X 

233, 16
th

 X X X X 

234, 17
th

 X X X X 

235, 17
th

 X X X X 

236, 17
th

 X X X X 

237, 17
th

 X X X X 

238, 17
th

 X X X X 

239, 17
th

 X X X X 

240, 17
th

 X X X X 

241, 17
th

 X X X X 

242, 17
th

 X X X X 

243, 17
th

 X X X X 

244, 17
th

 X X X X 

245, 17
th

 X X X X 

246, 17
th

 X X X X 

247, 17
th

 X X X X 

248, 17
th

 X X X X 

249, 17
th

 X X X X 

250, 17
th

 X X X X 

251, 17
th

 X X X X 

252, 17
th

 X X X X 

253, 18
th

 X X X X 

254, 18
th

 X X X X 

255, 18
th

 X X X X 
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256, 18
th

 X X X X 

257, 18
th

 X X X X 

 

May 

Station nr. 

& date 

Chl-a  

(g/m3) 

NO2+NO3 

(µmol/l) 

PO4  

(µmol/l). 

Si  

(µmol/l). 

340, 26
th

 X    

341, 26
th

 X    

342, 27
th

  X    

343, 27
th

 X    

344, 27
th

 X X X X 

345, 27
th

 X X X X 

346, 27
th

 X X X X 

347, 27
th

 X X X X 

348, 27
th

 X X X X 

349, 27
th

 X X X X 

350, 27
th

 X X X X 

351, 27
th

 X X X X 

352, 28
th

  X    

353, 28
th

 X    

354, 28
th

 X    

355, 28
th

 X    
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Appendix 5: East-boundary conditions per simulation 

Algae (Carbon mg/m3) 

Date Reference Pre-ash Entire-2010 

01-01-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

15-02-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

15-03-10 0.01 0.01 0.01 

15-04-10 0.02 x x 

16-04-10 x 0.01 0.01 

17-04-10 x x 0.11 

15-05-10 0.03 0.03 x 

26-05-10 x x 0.04 

15-06-10 0.05 0.05 0.05 

15-07-10 0.05 0.05 0.05 

15-08-10 0.04 0.04 0.04 

15-09-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

15-10-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

15-11-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

15-12-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 

NO3 (g/m3) 

Date Reference Pre-ash 2010 Entire-2010 

01-01-10 0.74 0.74 0.74 

28-02-10 0.62 0.62 0.62 

15-03-10 0.79 0.79 0.79 

28-03-10 0.68 0.68 0.68 

03-04-10 0.78 0.78 0.78 

16-04-10 x 0.79 0.79 

17-04-10 x x 0.77 

18-04-10 0.59 x x 

27-04-10 0.19 x x 

07-05-10 0.40 x x 

14-05-10 0.12 x x 
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20-05-10 0.53 0.53 x 

27-05-10 x x 0.24 

01-06-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

05-06-10 0.01 0.01 0.01 

15-06-10 0.19 0.19 0.19 

27-06-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

01-07-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

10-07-10 0.01 0.01 0.01 

15-07-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

23-07-10 0.01 0.01 0.01 

31-07-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

05-08-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

15-08-10 0.01 0.01 0.01 

31-08-10 0.00 0.00 0.00 

10-09-10 0.16 0.16 0.16 

15-09-10 0.01 0.01 0.01 

31-10-10 0.73 0.73 0.73 

15-12-10 0.74 0.74 0.74 

 

PO4 (g/m3) 

Date Reference Pre-ash 2010 Entire-2010 

01-01-10 0.08 0.08 0.08 

28-02-10 0.09 0.09 0.09 

15-03-10 0.07 0.07 0.07 

28-03-10 0.07 0.07 0.07 

03-04-10 0.08 0.08 0.08 

16-04-10 x 0.07 0.07 

17-04-10 x x 0.08 

18-04-10 0.07 x x 

27-04-10 0.04 x x 

07-05-10 0.06 x x 

14-05-10 0.02 x x 

20-05-10 0.06 0.06 x 
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27-05-10 x x 0.03 

01-06-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

05-06-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

15-06-10 0.04 0.04 0.04 

27-06-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

01-07-10 0.03 0.03 0.03 

10-07-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

15-07-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

23-07-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

31-07-10 0.01 0.01 0.01 

05-08-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

15-08-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

28-08-10 0 0 0 

31-08-10 0 0 0 

07-09-10 0 0 0 

10-09-10 0 0 0 

15-09-10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

21-09-10 0.01 0.01 0.01 

01-11-10 0.06 0.06 0.06 

15-12-10 0.08 0.08 0.08 

 

Si (g/m3) 

Date  Reference Pre-ash 2010 Entire-2010 

01-01-10 0.45 x x 

15-01-10 0.22 0.22 0.22 

28-02-10 0.53 0.53 0.53 

15-03-10 0.20 0.20 0.20 

28-03-10 1.01 1.01 1.01 

03-04-10 0.31 0.31 0.31 

16-04-10 x 0.23 0.23 

17-04-10 x x 0.18 

18-04-10 0.17 x x 

27-04-10 0.07 x x 
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07-05-10 0.11 x x 

14-05-10 0.56 x x 

20-05-10 0.17 0.17 x 

27-05-10 x x 0.04 

01-06-10 0.13 0.13 0.13 

05-06-10 0.15 0.15 0.15 

15-06-10 0.08 0.08 0.08 

27-06-10 0.03 0.03 0.03 

01-07-10 0.42 0.42 0.42 

10-07-10 0.25 0.25 0.25 

15-07-10 0.31 0.31 0.31 

23-07-10 0.51 0.51 0.51 

31-07-10 0.79 0.79 0.79 

05-08-10 0.17 0.17 0.17 

15-08-10 1.57 1.57 1.57 

28-08-10 0.40 0.40 0.40 

31-08-10 0.56 0.56 0.56 

10-09-10 0.55 0.55 0.55 

15-09-10 0.34 0.34 0.34 

28-09-10 0.51 0.51 0.51 

07-11-10 0.28 0.28 0.28 

15-12-10 0.45 0.45 0.45 

 

 

 


